ION Abstract Deadline 4th October

The abstract submission deadline for The Institute of Navigation’s (ION) International Technical Meeting (ITM) is next Monday, 4th October.

The ION International Technical Meeting (ITM) will take place from 24th to 26th January, 2011 at the Catamaran Resort Hotel, San Diego, California and will feature more than 150 technical papers presented on a diverse array of topics including:

- Robotics Navigation
- Algorithms and Methods
- Alternative Sensors and Emerging Navigation Technologies
- Atmospheric Effects and Remote Sensing
- Autonomous Robotics and Vehicle Navigation
- Aviation Applications
- Carrier Phase Based Positioning
- GNSS Modernization
- Ground-Based Augmentation Systems & Space-Based Augmentation Systems
- Interference and Spectrum Management
- Land Based Applications
- Marine Based Applications
- Multisensor Navigation
- Receiver and Antenna Technology
- Self and Cooperative Localization and Mapping
- Space Based Applications
- Urban and Indoor Navigation Technology
- QZSS
This year’s plenary session entitiled *Robotics Navigation* features a series of invited talks on autonomous robotics navigation, including current trend and future technologies that support navigation for surveillance, search and rescue, underground and underwater robotics, and unmanned air vehicles.

Abstracts may be e-mailed to abstracts@ion.org (it is essential to put ITM 2011 Abstract Submission in the subject line).

It is essential the paper title, the most appropriate session(s) for the paper, a list of all authors and affiliations, and the primary contact author’s complete mailing address, phone, fax and e-mail are included in the message.

ION contact details:

The Institute of Navigation  
8551 Rixlew Lane, Suite 360  
Manassas, VA 20109

(703) 366-2723, tel  
(703) 366-2724, fax  
membership@ion.org  
www.ion.org